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What happened since the previous All Hands meeting (April)

- Y1 review @ Luxembourg (June)
  - Pilots very important: where all the AARC results come together in practice
  - How to measure success of the pilot?
  - What are lessons learned (positive + negative) from the pilots?
- Plug-fest @ Reti (September)
  - First SaToSa training + training on how to connect SAML/OIDC SPs
  - Made good progress with pilots
Pilot cycle: from community requirements to (pre-)production AAI

1. Requirements analysis
   1a. Discussion
   1b. Design based on BPA
   1c. Selection of components

2. Implementation

3. Evaluation

4. Finalisation
Quick status at April

- Requirements Analysis
- Implementation
- Evaluation
- Finalisation
Quick status now

Requirements Analysis  Implementation  Evaluation  Finalisation
What’s next

• Finalise implementations!
• This meeting: discuss finalisation phase of pilots
  • Sustainability: documentation, lessons learned, ...
  • Separate Hands On sessions (see agenda)
• Communities: present AARC pilot results at FIM4R
  • Session this afternoon to discuss about that
Thank you
Any Questions?
arnout.terpstra@surfnet.nl